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ABSTRACT

Approximate calculations of the bounded jet have been carried out by adding an assumption which was

already proposed by the authors for the diffusion width of the bounded jet to the velocity disribution on the

center-plane of the bounded jet. In order to determine the parameter contained in the assumed velocity

distribution function and to compare the results of our calculations with those of previous experiments, the

experiments have been done, as an example, using a nozzle having an aspect ratio of 1. As a result, the

isotach patterns of the bounded jet agree well with the experimental results regardress of the initial

turbulence intensity and the downstream location.

1 . Introduction

It has been found from the investigations by Foss and Jones l , McCabe(2), Holdeman and Foss(3)and
authors(4)(5), that a bounded jet flow is three-dimensional on account of the interaction between the
boundary layer developing on the bounding plates and the free jet. It has been also clarified by the authors'

experiments(4) for the nozzle aspect ratio of 3 that the bounded jet depends on not only the nozzle aspect
ratio but also the nozzle shape and the initial turbulence intensity, and that the velocity in the free diffusion

direction is well expressed by using the velocity distribution function of the two-dimensional jet flow.

The authors have proposed an approximate calculation(5 for the velocity distribution on the jet
center-plane from a point of view that the bounded jet comes from the interaction between the wall

turbulence as the boundary layer developing on the bounding plates and the free turbulence as a jet.

The approximate calculations for the bounded jet flow considering the initial turbulence intensity,

especially over the whole flow field of that flow, have not been carried out yet, so far as the authors are

aware.

In this paper, the approximate calculations by the momentum integral equation are done over the whole

flow field, by using the velocity distribution functions in the diffusion direction and on the center-plane.

Furthermore, in order to compare the calculated results with the experimental ones, as an example, the

experiments for the flow having the nozzle aspect ratio of 1 have been done, prescribing the nozzle shape

and the initial turbulence intensity.

2 . Approximate calculations

2 . 1 Momentum integral equations

Schematic models of the velocity distribution of the bounded jet are shown in Fig.l. The origin 0 is

taken at the center of the nozzle exit, the axis of x in the streamwise direction at the origin 0 and the axes
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of t/ and 2 perpendicular to the axis of x. Let z* be the distance from the bounding plate. The xOy plane
is defined as the mid-plane of the bounded jet, and the xOz plane is the center-plane. Therefore, the flow

field from the bounding plate to the mid-plane is shown in Fig. 1. Let U3 be the velocity on jet center axis,

U3 the velocity on the mid-plane and JJZ the velocity on the center-plane. Denotingby u, v and w the axial
velocity components, the equations of motion and continuity are given by

and

du . du . du 1 3^xy , 1 dzXz
^~ dy dz* p By p dz*' dx

du , dv , dw _n
8x dy dz*

respectively, using the conventional symbols and applying the boundary layer approximation. Let £2 be

the boundary layer thickness(5) due to the interaction between thefree turbulence and the wall turbulence,
and H the distance from the bounding plate to the mid-plane. After integrating Eq. (1) from 0 to b with

respect to y and from 0 to H with respect to z*, the following momentum integral equation is obtained:

+iir^»^n:^^ «>
considering that the jet width 26 is the function of x and z*. In this equation, the variables having the

subscript 3 are the values in the region of d2^z*^H andthey are independent of z*. SubstitutingEq. (2)
into Eq.(3), the following equation is obtained:

M i M^+Mi uldydz*=--PL ^ (4)
where zw is the wall shear stress.

The velocities u3 and u are assumed as

Side plate
(Plane z= -#)

xOy plane: Mid-plane

xOz plane: Center-plane

Fig.l Schematic model of the flow

(1)

(2)
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Ui=Uj(v) (5)
and

u=U*g(S)f(v), (6)
where f(rj) is the velocity distribution function(6) of the two-dimensional jet and is given as follows:

y*(77)=l-6772 + 8773-3774. (7)
In this equation 7) = {y— bc)/(b—bc) is given in the zone offlow establishment, denoting 2bc the width of
the inviscid core and rj = y/ bin the zone of established flow. Furthermore, g(f)contained inEq. (6) is the
function(5) of velocity distribution on the jet center-plane and is given as follows, putting ^ = z*/^ and

&= z*/d2 :

y(?)=r!/7(f-y)+A:f2(l-?2)3 (8)
in the zone of 0^z*<<5\,

0(0=1 +A&l-W3 0)
in the zone of$1^z*<#2, where ft is the boundary layer thickness on the bounding plate. InEqs. (8) and
(9) , k is the shape parameter ofthe velocity distribution expressing the extent ofthe interaction between
the free turbulence and the wall turbulence and is determined only by the experiment.

Furthermore, rw in the right hand side of Eq. (4) is assumed as follows;

rw=WM (10)
using thewall shearstress onthejetcenter-plane rwo and thevelocity distribution function inthediffusion
direction f(rj). The stress rwo is given as;

•=ctU\\
P

in the same way as the previous report(5) and a is given by 0.0225.
Consequently, Eq. (4) becomes

=-^r""~"r(v)dy. (12)
P JO

On the basis of the structure of the jet flow, the approximate calculations are done both in the zone of

flow establishment and in the zone of established flow.

2 . 2 The zone of flow establishment
In this region it is assumed that the width of the inviscid core 2bc and the width of the jet 26 at the

outer edge oftheboundary layer are thesame as those inthetwo-dimensional jet respectively and that ft is
equal to ft. Furthermore, as U3 in Eqs. (5) and (6) are equal to the velocity atthe nozzle exit [/<,, Eq. (12)
becomes

—{^)""U)"""(?'.+f»),. <*>
where Re=2U^br:/v.

In the case of the two-dimensional jet, the following relation161 has been obtained;

f 602+763=60 (14)

i^=aUl^y (id
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from the conservation of momentum. Concerning the width of the inviscid core and the width of the jet in

the boundary layer, they are assumed as follows;

6c=6c2/i(?2) (15)

and

6=6iMW, (16)
using 6C2, 62 and the function /i(f2). Finally, Eq. (13) reduces to

4f«»9w-£=-^r^r'«o>. cm

2 . 3 The zone of established flow

In this region, the velocity on the jet center axis JJ3 and the width of the jet at the outer edge of the

boundary layer b3 are different from those of the two-dimensional jet, respectively. Taking these facts

into consideration, Eq. (12) becomes as follows;

^•fW69U.„.+^WM,--f.(;i(^)-'"(t)-,"(A)-(w...,. (is,
In this region, the jet width is assumed as

b=bM&) (19)
in the same way as the zone of flow establishment mentioned above. Therefore, Eq. (18) reduces to

£(fW6,f««»1!»,]+£|fl/iMH-ft)|

-f«".^)""(t)""(i)"'"«»». «»
It is assumed that the momentum in the region of 82<Lz*ikH is kept constant in the streamwise direction

analogous to the two-dimensional jet. Furthermore, using the results(6) calculated from the momentum
integral equation

jUlb3=Ulbo (21)
in the zone of established flow of the two-dimensional jet, Eq. (20) reduces to

ii*^w-g--^nw» ™
2 . 4 The width of the jet in the boundary layer

The function /i(f2) expressing the variation of the jet width in the z* direction and contained in

Eqs. (15), (16) and (19) is assumed as

A(fi)=a+6r,+ cfi,

considering the experimental results. The following boundary conditions are assumed for /i(f2) :

r, = l ; «1) = 1, /l'(l)=0.

The polynomial of f2 satisfying these boundary conditions is obtained as follows:

Mf«)=(a-lXl-r«)f + l, (23)
leaving one unknown parameter a. The variable a contained in this function /i(f2) means the ratio of the jet

width at the outer edge of the boundary layer 63 to the apparent jet width at the bounding plate (&)*•=„.

After substituting Eq. (23) to Eq. (17) or Eq(22) , the following ordinary differential equation with

respect to the variable a is obtained :
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Mx)j£+Mx)a+Mx)=0, (24)
where /,(x), /2(x) and f,(x) are given by

fi \- 9604 .?
J'[x,~ 38295 d"

Mx> 38295 ±cl 2 / U.
and

fl \_ 1581 d '̂
/,u' 4255 dx

in the zone of the flow establishment and

fi\«//1 ->n l04 (by i l6^'V 25 *• i m i /.[ 8 ^'V 4-^^
7,W d2|_| 12765Uj 345U2/ 207 ^31 K19975UJ 645UJ

+J_/iLV_JO.fiLV+JL(,iLV__i_(iLV+Xl+J_A.
+ 387UJ 261UJ +957U,/ 165UJ T21 1^495*

/v i d»i\\ 104 /fry 32 iL__2Ll+tf_8_^V 8 /<M5 40 /fry
•/,U'-dxLl 4255Vfr/+345fr 207J + /i:l 1425UJ 215U,/ ~^387VfrJ

40 /fry 40 /fry 8_ ft 11 dftff 208 /fry 16 /fry 11
261 UJ + 319Vfr/ 165 tfjr dx LI 12765 UJ 345Vfr/~l~3J

, ,f 16/fry, 4 /fry 32/fr\s. 10/fty so/fry. 4/fry, n 1 ,.,
+ ftl 3325 \fr / 129 UJ 387 U,/ 87\ft/ 957 U,/ 165 UJ "•" 21 F 495*

.dfe.i 8 /fry 4 /fry 8 /fry io/fry, 40/fry 4 /fry 1 2
i"dx°2l9975\5'J 645Vfr/^387UJ 261 U21 ^957\fr^ 165 U J 21 T495*

+a\-T) [W \TJ
and

ft \-d$l\\ 1Q4 f^V 32 iLLJ 8 /fry 8 /fry 4 /^iV 28 /fr\3 16 /fr
/3lxj~dxLl4255Vft/ 345 ft J ^1 1425\ft/ 215\ft/ 43Vft/ ^261 \ft/ 319\ft

208 /fry , 16 /fry 2| ,[ 16 /fry 4 /fry 16 /fry 7 /fry
12765\ft/ "^ 345 V̂2 / ~^3 T ^1 3325\ft / 129 UJ "^2151^/ 87 U J

rift

+ dx

-i-nr^l * ; +210r 1540* ydx°*\ 9975\ft/ ^645\ft/ 215 UJ ^26lUJ957 Vft

957\ft/ 210 770 ^ J dx
in the zone of established flow, respectively.

3 . Experimental results and discussion

As explained in the previous report(5), in order to carry out the approximate calculations mentioned
above, it is necessary to determine previously the shape parameter k contained in the velocity distribution
function on the jet center-plane in each case of the nozzle aspect ratio. Therefore, the following

experiments were done for the flow having the nozzle aspect ratio of 3, as an example. The experiments

were performed prescribing the nozzle shape and the initial turbulence intensity T0 because the bounded jet

depends strongly upon these factors, which has been found from the authors' experiments . The EN-type

nozzle where the bounding plates from both walls of the nozzle part was used. The initial turbulence
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intensity 0.012 was also prescribed as an example of small initial turbulence intensity and T0= 0.081 for

large one.

3 . 1 The velocity distribution on the jet center-plane

The experimental results of the velocity distribution on the jet center-plane are shown in Fig.2. The

velocity excess, which means that the velocity near the bounding plates becomes larger than that in the

middle part of the flow, is hardly recognized regardless of T0 and the downstream location x/bo.

Furthermore, in the case of small initial turbulence intensity the flow in the vicinity of the bounding plates

is displaced fairly by the interaction between the free turbulence and the wall turbulence.

The decay of the velocity on the jet center axis in the streamwise direction is shown in Fig.3. The

velocity decay<7> for the two-dimensional jet flow is also shown in the same figure for a comparison. In the
case of small initial turbulence intensity, the velocity tends to decay in the same way as that in the

two-dimensional jet flow, whereas for large initial turbulence intensity the tendency of the velocity decay

are considerably different from that in the two-dimensional jet flow.

It can be seen from Figs.2 and 3 that in the case of small initial turbulence intensity the fluid displaced

by the bounding plates is transferred considerably to the diffusion direction as well as to the 2*-direction.

As a result, the decay of velocity on the jet center axis becomes similar to that of the two-dimensional jet

flow. On the other hand, in the case of large intial turbulence intensity the fluid displaced by the bounding

plates is moved mainly to z*-direction and then accelerates the flow near the mid-plane. After all the

velocity on the jet center axis decays more slowly than that of the two-dimensional jet flow.

3 . 2 The boundary layer thickness and the shape parameter

In order to calculate the boundary layer thickness ft by means of the same method as the previous

report(5), inthedownstream location far from thezone offlow establishment thedecay ofthevelocity on the
jet center axis is given by the following empirical equations :
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^=1.0+8.43X10-4(-^-6.0)-1.80X10-3(-g-6.0)2+4.73X10-5(-^-6.0)3 -(25)
for T0= 0.012,

^=1.0-1.75X10-2(-g-4.o)-5.49X10-4(-g-4.o)2+2.07X10-5(-^-4.o)3 (26)
for T0 = 0.082. In these equations the length ofthezone offlow establishment is x/60 = 6.0for T0 = 0.012
and x/6o=4.0 for T0 = 0.081, respectively. The results of ft calculated by using those equations are
shown in Fig.4. The thickness ft reaches the mid-plane in the region of x/60>19.0 for T0 = 0.012 or

x/60>17.3 for 70=0.081 and then we put ft/60=l.
The interaction thickness ft on account of the interaction between the wall turbulence and the free

turbulence is also shown in Fig.4. The definition of ft is similar to that in the previous report(5). For small
initial turbulence intensity, ft is expressed empirically by the following formula :

ft_
60"

-7.99X10-1+2.85X10-1(-^)-1.81X10-2(-g)2+4.23X10-4(-g)3 (27)

ol.O <>

£0.8
H/b o=l T ^^^^^T^^^
Re=5.0*10k ^<^*^^^<

1
^Pq. (25)
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Fig.3 Decay of the jet center axis velocity
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in the region of 6.0<x/60<19.0 and in the other region we put ft = ft. In the case of large initial
turbulence intensity, ft = ft is obtainedeverywhere because the effect of the bounding plates on the flow is
greater than that of the diffusion.

The calculated results oftheshape parameter k contained in thefunction g(£) are shown in Fig.5, by
usingthe velocity distribution on the jet center-plane as shown in Fig.2 and the thicknesses ft and ft as
shown in Fig.4. In the case of T0=0.012, k is expressed as follows:

/c =2.76-5.98X10-1(-^)+2.28X10-2(-^)2+5.82X10"5(-^)360/ ' 0-0*~lv/ \ bQ

in the region of6.0<x/60<19.0 and k=0 is obtained for 19.0<x/60. In thecase of T0=0.081, /c = 0is
obtained throughout the range of this experiment.

Considering together the results as shown in Figs.4 and 5, for small turbulence intensity the
displacement effect from the bounding plates is more amplified than that of the ordinary boundary layer
flow in the region of 6.0<x/60< 19.0 and then k has the negative value. Therefore, in this zone, the
effect ofthe both bounding plates does notreach thejet mid-plane yet. However, in the downstream region
far from this location ft and ft reach the mid-plane as shown in Fig.4 and ft= 0 is given. In the case of the
large turbulence intensity, the effect of the both bounding plates appears at the upper downstream
location. Therefore, ft = ft and &=0 are obtained over the whole downstream location.

•(28)

3 . 3 The isotach pattern

The isotach patterns in each downstream location are shown in Figs.6 and 7. It can be seen from these
figures that at x/60=10 the velocity in the vicinity of the plate is higher than that on the jet mid-plane
regardless of T0. At further downstream location the velocity in the vicinity of the plate decreases because
the effect of the bounding plates appears gradually and then the velocity shows the maximum value on the

mid-plane in x/60=30. These phenomena are recognized more clearly in the case of T0=0.081.
The ordinary differential equation (24) for the variable a expressing the development of the jet width

in the vicinity of the bounding plate is solved by the Runge-Kutta-Gill method, using the experimental
results mentioned above. For the initial valueof the variable a, a = l is givenconsideringthe fact that the
jet width 26 is equal to the nozzle width 260 at the nozzle exit. The variation of a in the streamwise

25 x/bo 30

Fig.5 Shape parameter k
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direction is shown in Fig.8.

In the zone of flow establishment, the variable a has 1.2 approximately in spite of T0. This fact means

that in this region the jet width in the vicinity of the bounding plate is 1.2 times as large as that on the

mid-plane. Furthermore, the fact that the variable a is almost constant in this region corresponds to that

the velocity distribution in the boundary layer as shown in Fig.2 is similar each other.

The variable a increases gradually in the zone of established flow. The aspect of the variation of a is

remarkable in the case of T0 = 0.012, whereas a varries little for 70= 0.081. This corresponds to the

following fact. In the case of the small initial turbulence intensity, the effect of the displacement in the

center-plane becomes large and the displaced fluid is transferred to the diffusion direction. As a result,
the jet tends to spread fairly in the vicinity of the bounding plates rather than in the mid-plane.

The variable a decreases in the downstream direction after having the maximum value. As mentioned

in section 3.1, in this region the distance between the bounding plates contrary to the jet width becomes

narrow. Therefore, the fluid displaced by the boundingplates reaches the mid-plane easily. As a result,
the variable a decreases and the jet width in the vicinity of the bounding plates becomes to be almost equal
to that on the jet mid-plane.

In the case of small initial turbulence intensity, the variation of a corresponds well to that of the

secondary flow in the bounded jet reported by Holdeman-Foss(3), and this means the initiation, the
development and the decay of the secondary flow. For large intial turbulence intensity, however, as
mentioned above the flow field becomes narrow relatively so that the diffusion of the jet tends to be limited

and the secondary flow begins to decay before it develops sufficiently.

The isotach patterns are obtained by using the variable a and the velocity distribution functions g(g)
and /(tj). These calculations are shown by the broken line in Figs.6 and 7. The calculations agree well

with the experimental results shown by the solid line regardless of the downstream location for T0=0.012

and at x/60 = 10 for T0=0.082. Therefore, if only the velocity distribution on the jet center-plane is
measured, the whole flow field will be able to be expected by using the approximate calculation mentioned

in this paper whenever the calculations for the bounded jet flow having the various aspect ratio are carried
out.

The streamwise variations of the momentumobtained by the experimental and calculated results of the

isotach patterns as shown in Figs.6 and 7 are shown in Fig.9. They agree well with each other for the

small initial turbulence intensity. In the case of large intensity they do well with at x/ 60 = 10, whereas not
well at other locations.

Discussing these facts together, for small initial turbulence intensity the decay of the velocity on the jet
center axis and the development of the jet width agree well with those of the two-dimensional jet flow,
respectively. Consequently, the momentum of the bounded jet agrees with that of the two-dimensional jet.
In the case of large initial turbulence intensity, the momentum tends not to be kept constant in the
downstream direction because the increase of the jet width matching to the decay of the velocity on the jet
center axis is not sufficient.

4 . Conclusions

As a part of the investigations for the bounded jet flow, the approximate calculations for the whole flow

field of the bounded jet flow is carried out by the integral method using the velocity distribution functions,
which have been reported already, in the diffusion direction of the two-dimensional jet and on the jet
center-plane of the bounded jet and introducing newly the function expressing the variation of the jet width
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in the boundary layer. In order to compare with the calculated results, the experiments are done by using
the nozzle havingan aspect ratio of 1, as an example. As a result, in the case of the large initial turbulence
intensity the calculated results agree with the experimental ones a little because the effect of the both
bounding platesappears in addition to the interaction between the free turbulence and the wall turbulence
and then the diffusion of the jet is also limited fairly. Generally speaking, however, the calculations
obtained by the considerably simpler method agree well with the experimental results over the wide range
of the flow. Therefore, it is possible to expect the mean velocity over the whole flow field by using this
approximate calculations if only the velocity distribution on the jet center-plane is given.
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